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A slogan (from the 1952 presidential elections in the US) 
 

I like Ike. ["AI."lAIk."AIk] 
 
 
 

Is this a particularly beautiful utterance? 
 
Rather:    “simple (?) but effective” 
Intended effects: to find an audience (to be heard/seen), 
   to catch the audience’s attention, 
   to remain saliently in the audience’s memory; 
   and to influence the audience’s (voting) behaviour 
   (a statement/declarative with the force of a request/imperative) 
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Compare with: 
 

I like Mike. 
I like George. 
I like General Eisenhower. 
I like the general. 
 

I love Ike. 
I adore Ike. 
I’m gonna vote for Ike. 
 

We like Ike. 
All good Americans like Ike. 
 
Vote Eisenhower! 
 

 
How does I like Ike differ, thereby proving to be a better slogan? 
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DEEP THOUGHT 
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• as to STYLE-AS-DEVIANCE 
 

I like Ike is a syntactically and morphologically perfectly well-formed sentence 
of English:  namely, a simple declarative main clause, indicative mood, present 
tense, with a transitive verb, hence a subject and a direct object. 
   

The verb designates a positive emotional attitude of the subject towards the 
object.  Mood and tense say this attitude is for real (not a wish or imagination) 
and current (rather than past or future). 
 

The subject is a 1st person singular personal pronoun – a deictic referring to 
whoever is wearing this button and thereby gives to understand, for everybody 
to read who cares and is close enough, that s/he subscribes to its message and 
could therefore truthfully utter the sentence written on the button. 
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The direct object is a proper name (witness the capital initial and the absence of 
a determiner, together distinguishing Ike from other kinds of direct objects, 
such as common nouns or mass nouns) – a nickname for General Dwight D. 
Eisenhower (probably an abbreviation and corruption of the surname 
Eisenhower), as insiders with the requisite cultural grounding will have known.  
Who refers to the person concerned by his nickname, rather than in some more 
formal way (e.g., General Eisenhower), must be assumed to be on familiar 
terms with that person. 
 

The effectiveness of this sentence is unlikely to be due to anything about its 
syntax and morphology as such. 
 
The utterance is also perfectly well-formed in every phonological respect: 
it only uses phonemes, syllables, prosodic pattern of ordinary English. 
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However, unlike in most sentences of English, the object noun phrase here 
rhymes with the verb.   
Also unlike in most sentences of English, all words (well, it’s only three) 
harmonise insofar as they have the same vocalic nucleus of their stems (well, 
they only have one vowel/diphthong each).  
  

Nonetheless, sentences with such statistically improbable phonological 
properties do not thereby become grammatically deviant. 
   

If it is neither the meaning of an utterance nor the morphology and syntax of its 
construction that are in any way out of the ordinary, it could be its sound form 
– repetitiveness of an unusual extent and remarkably systematic – through 
which it stands out and therefore attracts attention and renders it memorable.
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• as to PROJECTION (Roman Jakobson) 
 

paradigmatic equivalences – classes of units:  phonological, morphological, 
syntactic – projected onto the syntagmatic axis: 
 

 segments:    vowel always (diphthong) /AI/ 
 syllable rhymes:  twice /AIk/ 
 syllable prominence: all stressed 

morphemes:   all monosyllabic 
words:     all monomorphemic 
phrases:    all a single word 
clause:     the bare minimum for a transitive clause 
sentence:    single clause in the most basic form 
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• as to (diagrammatic) ICONICITY 
 

Constant recurrence of same “form” at every grammatical level (segments, 
rhyme, ...);  intended to raise expectation of a similarly constant recurrence of 
(implied) “meaning”:  ‘I like Ike, and there’s a reason:  he’s reliable, you can 
expect him to do again what he’s done before’ (in particular, win us a war)  
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The sentence of the slogan is a declarative – rather than an interrogative, 
imperative, or exclamative (which are the four sentence types English 
distinguishes).  Declaratives are for making statements, interrogatives for 
asking questions, imperatives for making requests, exclamatives for expressing 
one’s surprise.  But these are only what they are used for when they are used 
LITERALLY.   “Indirect speech acts” are performed when sentence types are 
used with an illocutionary force other than the one they are literally meant for.    
 

It is the implied, iconically enhanced meaning which will incline addressees to 
read the sentence on the button, not so much as a statement informing them of 
the button wearer’s likes and her/his reasons for them (reliability), but as a 
request to draw the same conclusions and act accordingly – i.e., like the button 
wearer, to vote for Eisenhower, the Republican candidate for President.  
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PEACE   PROGRESS   PROSPERITY 
 
Is this better than 
 
PEACE   GROWTH   AFFLUENCE      ? 
 
PEACE   PROSPERITY   PROGRESS    ? 
PROGRESS   PROSPERITY   PEACE      ? 
PROGRESS   PEACE   PROSPERITY    ? 
PROSPERITY   PROGRESS   PEACE      ? 
PROSPERITY   PEACE   PROGRESS    ? 
 
If one of these alternatives is better than another, on which grounds? 
Grounds of form or grounds of meaning? 
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Here we have a LIST (of three nouns), rather than a SENTENCE. 
 

In a sentence, it is the syntax which prescribes the order of its parts: 
in an English declarative sentence with a transitive verb the subject comes 
before the verb and the direct object comes after the verb 
– hence I like Ike, rather than Like I Ike or I Ike like etc. 
 

Lists don’t have a syntax;  but there are all kinds of considerations for ordering 
the items on a list:  inherent sequences (e.g., days of the week:  Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday ...;  numbers:  one, two, three ...), importance (most 
important first, or last for effect), salience (first remembered, first mentioned), 
grouping according to meaning, alphabetic order – or the order may be 
random. 
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PEACE  PROGRESS  PROSPERITY was the slogan Eisenhower and the 
Republicans used in the presidential race.  They were on a crusade against 
what the Democrats were associated with:  KOREA, COMMUNISM, and 
CORRUPTION – another list of three nouns.   
The implied pairwise contrasts thus were (as voters will have been aware): 
 

 Democrats:     Republicans:  
 KOREA  (war)    PEACE 
 COMMUNISM    PROGRESS 
 CORRUPTION    PROSPERITY 
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It’s obviously on grounds of form rather than meaning that the items were 
ordered – the orders chosen just sound better than any alternatives.  
And the Republican list sounds even better than the one through which they 
characterised the Democrats, because it forms even better phonological 
patterns of identity and orderly progression: 
 
KOREA   3 syllables   PEACE   1 syllable 
COMMUNISM  4 syllables   PROGRESS 2 syllables 
CORRUPTION  3 syllables   PROSPERITY 4 syllables 
 

KOREA   σ 'σ σ    PEACE   'σ  (ultimate stress) 

COMMUNISM  'σ σ σ σ    PROGRESS 'σ σ  (penultimate) 

CORRUPTION  σ 'σ σ    PROSPERITY σ 'σ σ σ (antepenultimate) 
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KOREA   /k´./    PEACE   /p/  simple onset 

COMMUNISM  /ko./    PROGRESS /pr/  onset cluster 

CORRUPTION  /k´./    PROSPERITY /pr/  onset cluster  
     near-identical 
     initial CV syllable 
     hence, automatically,     alliteration without 
     alliteration       syllable identity 
              p...  p...  p...  
 
              (Which syllalbe alliterates: 
              unstressed pros or  
              stressed PE.ri.ty?  Or both?) 
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By the way, here’s the loser: 
 

   
 

 
 But it’s unlikely that slogans (alone) lost Adlai Stevenson the election. 
 


